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Abstract: Cloud computing services bring new capabilities for hosting and offering complex collaborative business operations. However, these advances might bring undesirable side-effects, e.g., introducing new vulnerabilities and threats caused by collaboration and data exchange over the Internet. Hence, users have become more concerned about security and privacy aspects. For secure provisioning of a cloud computing service, security and privacy issues must be addressed by using a risk assessment method. To perform a risk assessment, it is necessary to obtain all relevant information about the context of the considered cloud computing service. The context analysis of a cloud computing service and its underlying system is a difficult task because of the variety of different types of information that have to be considered. This context information includes (i) legal, regulatory and/or contractual requirements that are relevant for a cloud computing service (indirect stakeholders); (ii) relations to other involved cloud computing services; (iii) high-level cloud system components that support the involved cloud computing services; (iv) data that is processed by the cloud computing services; and (v) stakeholders that interact directly with the cloud computing services and/or the underlying cloud system components. We present a pattern for the contextual analysis of cloud computing services and demonstrate the instantiation of our proposed pattern with real-life application examples. Our pattern contains elements that represent the above-mentioned types of contextual information. The elements of our pattern conform to the General Data Protection Regulation. Besides the context analysis, our pattern supports the identification of high-level assets. Additionally, our proposed pattern supports the documentation of the scope and boundaries of a cloud computing service conforming to the requirements of the ISO 27005 standard (information security risk management). The results of our context analysis contribute to the transparency of the achieved security and privacy level of a cloud computing service. This transparency can increase the trust of users in a cloud computing service. We present results of the RestAssured project related to the context analysis regarding cloud computing services and their underlying cloud computing systems. The context analysis is the prerequisite to threat and control identification that are performed later in the risk management process. The focus of this paper is the use of a pattern at the time of design systematic context analysis and scope definition for risk management methods.
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1. Introduction

Information and communication technology trends such as cloud computing and Future Internet facilitate the growth of information systems and their integration in our daily life. Cloud computing has enabled significant improvements in efficiency and cost reduction. Cloud computing offers highly
flexible and scalable usage of computing resources. However, the sharing of the provided computing resources by multiple users in a multi-tenant model (cf. [1], p. 2) and the provision of computing resources via the Internet causes trust concerns. Because of the difficulty of preventing malicious attacks or the misuse of critical information, users might not trust these systems. For instance, a survey study revealed security and trust concerns as being significant barriers for the acceptance and adoption of cloud computing in companies [2]. Reports (e.g., reference [3]) indicate an increasing number of cyber-crime victims, which has led to a massive deterioration of trust in current cloud computing systems (e.g., with respect to business-critical data). There are some issues in the cloud environment, e.g., the number of parties involved in handling the data of users and the fact that every involved party may have a variety of different goals. Therefore, the problems associated with protecting sensitive data, such as personal data or confidential business data, remain a major concern [4]. Service providers entrusted with handling sensitive data must comply with legislation on data protection as well as with individual users’ data protection requirements. If not, they risk high penalties and damage to their reputation. For example, the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [5] stipulates high fines in cases of non-compliance.

To ensure data protection in a complex and dynamic cloud environment, cloud service providers have to achieve an acceptable level of information security. To this end, cloud service providers should implement and operate an Information Security Management System (ISMS) for their cloud services (cf. [6], p. 21). An ISMS specifies all policies and procedures inside an organization for operating, controlling, ensuring and optimizing information security. The ISO 27001 is a standard that defines the normative requirements for the planning, implementation, maintenance and optimization of an ISMS. One part of an ISMS considers information security risk management. The ISO 27005 standard [7] provides informative guidelines for the realization of information security risk management. Performing a risk assessment on the assets of an organization is a crucial part of information security risk management. It has to be performed during the planning phase of an ISMS. Before performing a risk assessment, the context for the risk management process has to be established. A specific part of the context establishment (in ISO 27005 [7], Section 7.3) considers the specification of the scope and boundaries for information security risk management. The standard states that “the scope of the information risk management process needs to be defined to ensure that all relevant assets are taken into account in the risk assessment” [7]. The importance of this information becomes obvious because the next steps of the ISO 27005 depend upon them, e.g., the identification of threats and controls for the identified assets of an organization. Therefore, inappropriate context establishment can lead to an incomplete asset identification that, in turn, can result in great loss regarding information security. However, due to the sparse description in the standard, executing the specified steps for defining the scope and boundaries is not a trivial task [8].

This paper presents a pattern for analyzing the context of cloud computing services. It supports the identification of legal, regulatory and/or contractual requirements that are relevant for cloud computing services. For this purpose, the pattern provides different types of indirect stakeholders. Furthermore, it represents cloud computing service(s), the processed data and the used cloud computing resources by different types of cloud elements. For the identification of parties that directly interact with the cloud computing service or its used resources, the pattern contains specific types of direct stakeholders. In this context, the stakeholders that represent different types of roles as defined in the GDPR are of great importance. These stakeholders represent data subjects, data controllers and processors as well as data providers and consumers. We describe how the pattern and especially the different stakeholders and cloud elements can be used to support the ISO 27005 activities of defining the scope and boundaries during context establishment and asset identification.

We illustrate our pattern-based approach for context analysis with respect to data protection, using some industrial examples from the RestAssured project (https://restassuredh2020.eu).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the background concepts used in our approach. Section 3 explains the proposed pattern for context analysis. Section 4 presents the application of our pattern on industrial use cases. Section 5 explains our tool support for the proposed context analysis. Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 concludes and sketches future work.

2. Background

In this section, we briefly introduce the fundamental techniques and concepts for our pattern for the context analysis that is described in Section 3.

2.1. Data Protection Goals

Data protection goals are the following: confidentiality, integrity, availability, unlinkability, transparency and intervenability [9]. Confidentiality refers to the non-disclosure of data, i.e., keeping it private. Integrity refers to avoiding the manipulation and corruption of data. Availability means that the data is available for access at any time. Unlinkability aims at the separation of privacy-relevant data from any other data, privacy-relevant or not. It should be impossible, or at least infeasible, to find a link between the privacy-relevant data and any other data that does not directly belong to that set of data. This also means that the privacy-relevant data should not be usable in any context other than the one it is intended for. Thus, assuring unlinkability also leads to purpose-binding, in which a set of data is only used for a specific purpose. An example would be the separation of account data like user-names and e-mail addresses from any Personally Identifiable Information (PII), i.e., real name and address. In case of a banking/payment system, the separation of login data and banking data is needed.

Transparency allows the involved parties to understand the privacy-relevant data handling processes and to be able to reconstruct data handling information at any time. It describes the transparency of the system, i.e., there is no black boxing allowed, as this would mean that the involved parties would not be able to understand the handling of the data. Transparency includes planned processing as well as the time after processing. A possible method of proving transparency is the availability of source code. An example is simple open source software. Due to the source code being available, the users of the software can find out what happens to their data. Thus, the software is transparent from a privacy protection point of view. If the software shares the data with some other service that is not an open source, transparency is no longer given.

Intervenability allows all involved parties to interfere with the data processing. This allows corrections in the system and countermeasures in the case something does not work as expected. Intervenability also allows the erasure of data and the withdrawal of consent to any privacy policy.

Note that we carefully distinguish between data protection goals and the measures and mechanisms that are used to achieve them. For example, pseudonymity is a mechanism to achieve the privacy goal of unlinkability. Hence, we do not consider pseudonymity as a goal in our work.

2.2. ISO 27001

The normative ISO 27001 [10] standard specifies “the requirements for establishing, implementing, maintaining and continually improving an information security management system within the context of an organization”. Since these requirements are defined in a generic way, the standard can be applied to organizations of any business area. In Annex A, this standard provides control objectives and controls regarding information security that should be implemented if they are relevant for an ISMS. The ISMS should enable organizations to achieve their information security objectives as well as the requirements regarding the information security of interested parties.

An initial step during the establishment of an ISMS is to determine the scope of the ISMS. Here, the following information is relevant: (1) external and internal issues that are relevant for the ISMS; (2) the information security requirements of interested parties; and (3) “interfaces and
dependencies between activities performed by the organization and those that are performed by other organizations” [11].

For the planning phase of an ISMS, the standard specifies that a risk assessment has to be performed on the assets that are contained in the scope of the ISMS. Based on the results of the risk assessment, a process regarding the treatment for identified risks has to be defined and applied (cf. [11], p. 4). In risk treatment, the application of appropriate controls from Annex A to reduce the level of a risk is one option. Furthermore, organizations have to establish their information security objectives and plan how to achieve them. For the establishment of information security objectives, among others, the risk assessment results have to be taken into account.

Regarding the support of an ISMS, the standard defines requirements for the provisioning of resources as well as the competence and awareness of the involved personnel. Further requirements consider the external and internal communication regarding an ISMS as well as the documentation of an ISMS. The operation of the ISMS contains, in addition to the operational planning and controlling of the ISMS, a repetition of the risk assessment and risk treatment in planned intervals.

In the context of maintaining an ISMS, its performance has to be evaluated. For this purpose, the standard defines requirements regarding (1) the monitoring, measurement, analysis and evaluation of an ISMS; (2) the provision of internal audits; and (3) the conducting of reviews for the ISMS by the organization’s management. The improvement of an ISMS shall be ensured by appropriate corrective actions regarding occurrences of non-conformity. Continued improvement of the suitability, adequacy and effectiveness of the ISMS (cf. [11], p. 9) is also needed.

Organizations can make transparent to the public that their ISMS conforms to the standard by commissioning an external, accredited auditor for certifying their ISMS. In the certification process, an external audit of the ISMS is performed. During this audit, an external auditor checks among others if the documentation of the ISMS is complete and corresponds to the standard. The implementation, deployment and performed improvements on the ISMS should be consistent with the documentation of the ISMS. Additionally, during the operation of an ISMS, different types of external audits are performed regularly.

2.3. ISO 27005

The ISO 27005 standard provides informative guidelines for conducting an information security risk management in an ISMS that conforms to ISO 27001 [11]. Here, the different guidelines give support for the application of information security risk management in the different phases. An iteration of the information risk management process starts with a context establishment. For this purpose, the standard provides support by defining the following basic criteria:

- Selection of the risk management approach and assessment if the necessary resources for the risk management are available;
- Specification of risk evaluation criteria for the assessment of information security risks (e.g., value of assets for the business processes of an organization);
- Definition of impact criteria to assess the impact (e.g., monetary loss) if a security property (confidentiality, integrity, availability) of an asset gets compromised;
- Specification of risk acceptance criteria. These criteria are specified as scales for the values of acceptable risk levels regarding the different security properties of assets (confidentiality, integrity, availability).

Furthermore, ISO 27005 provides guidance for the definition of the scope and boundaries. It also supports the establishment of the organization and responsibilities for the risk management process.

After the context establishment, the risk assessment starts with risk identification which includes the following actions:
1. Identification of the assets within the defined scope of the ISMS;
2. Identification of threats for the identified assets;
3. Identification of existing controls that are already implemented;
4. Identification of vulnerabilities regarding the set of identified assets;
5. Identification of the damages and consequences to an organization if a security property of an asset gets compromised.

2.4. Pattern-Based Context Analysis

The context of a system represents a specific part of the system environment. This part is relevant for the definition of a system and understanding of its requirements [12]. A system context includes stakeholders, technical components, processes, events and regulations (e.g., laws) that are relevant for the system [12].

Basically, “a pattern is a solution to a recurring problem in a specific context” [13]. Patterns are used in the following domains: software requirements (e.g., [14]), software design (e.g., [15,16]), information security engineering (e.g., [17,18]), requirements engineering (e.g., [19–21]), test patterns (e.g., [22]), context analysis (e.g., [23]) and more.

The pattern for the definition of a context is a general structural description of a particular type of system including its environment (cf. [23]). The instantiation of a pattern enables the description of a concrete system that represents an implementation of the system type as described by the pattern. A context-pattern consists of (1) a method that describes the usage of a context-pattern; (2) a graphical representation of a context-pattern; and (3) templates with additional information about the elements that are contained in the graphical context-pattern [24].

3. Pattern-Based Context Analysis for Cloud Computing Services

In this section, we explain how to perform a context analysis using the RestAssured-Cloud System Analysis Pattern (ReAs-CSAP).

Section 3.1 presents the format of the ReAs-CSAP. The different elements of the ReAs-CSAP are discussed in Section 3.2. The instantiation of the ReAs-CSAP is discussed in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 describes how to use the information from an instantiated ReAs-CSAP.

3.1. The Format of the ReAs-CSAP

The following sections describe the format of the ReAs-CSAP where we comply with the pattern language format. The structure of the pattern format should always capture the following major parts: context, problem, solution and consequences [25].

3.1.1. Context

Note that this section concerns the context in which the ReAs-CSAP is applied. It does not refer to the context that is analyzed with help of the ReAs-CSAP.

The modelling of the context of a cloud computing service and its supporting cloud computing system represents the basis for a risk assessment (see Figure 1). Here, the context defines the scope and boundaries that are relevant for performing a risk assessment. Furthermore, the context provides necessary information that has to be considered during the risk assessment. By means of context information, the assets that are relevant for the risk analysis are derived. The further steps of the risk assessment are performed on these assets (see Section 2.3).
3.1.2. Problem and Forces

As already mentioned in Section 3.1.1, a definition of the context is needed to perform a risk assessment of a system. This context definition has to represent information about the external and the internal contexts of a cloud computing service. With respect to the external context, it is necessary to identify all of the requirements that are indirectly relevant for the provided service and the corresponding system. Here, information related to legal, regulatory and contractual requirements has to be considered. The internal context has to consider the particular cloud computing service and its supporting system itself. The following information has to be specified:

- Relevant legal, regulatory and contractual requirements;
- Relevant internal stakeholders that are interacting with the provided service(s);
- Relevant locations;
- High-level primary assets, such assets represent business processes of an organization and information that is related to the business processes;
- High-level supporting assets, such assets support the execution of primary assets in the business processes by processing, storing and transmitting the related information (e.g., storage, software, network components);
- interfaces (cf. ISO/IEC 27005 [7], p. 12).

To get meaningful results from the risk analysis, it is necessary that the above-mentioned information regarding the external and internal system contexts is complete. It has to be ensured that all different types of context information are considered with respect to their relevance. If the context definition is performed without any further support, there is a risk that particular types of context information are not considered. Furthermore, the relations between different pieces of context information have to be defined, because during the assessment of particular risks, the corresponding interactions have to be considered.

3.1.3. Solution

Our solution is a pattern-based approach for analyzing the context of a cloud computing service. In Section 3.2, we present the solution in more detail.

3.1.4. Consequences

Our pattern allows the definition of the context of a cloud computing service. The pattern approach ensures that no relevant information is overlooked during the context definition. The definition of the pattern syntax by a meta-model enables the analysis and further processing of the information provided by the pattern. This meta-model allows the extension of the pattern by new elements. Thus, the pattern can be adapted to address future needs.

The graphical representation of the pattern facilitates the context definition for users who are not so familiar with that subject. Furthermore, it supports the identification of relationships between the different elements of the pattern.
By including elements that are relevant in the context of the GDPR, our pattern refers to the most important regulation for privacy and data protection in the European Union. To enhance the definition of the scope in conformance to ISO 27001, our pattern can be used in the context of an important widespread security standard.

3.2. Description of the ReAs-CSAP

The RestAssured-Cloud System Analysis Pattern provides solutions for the problems described in Section 3.1.2. The ReAs-CSAP provides model elements to define the different types of context information and their relations to cloud computing services. Thus, it can be ensured that neither the type of context information, nor the relevant relations between particular types of context information, are overlooked unintentionally during the context definition.

Because its model elements are defined by a meta-model, the ReAs-CSAP enables a terminology-based context definition. Additionally, the ReAs-CSAP provides a graphical representation of the corresponding model elements. Thus, a good overview of the specific context information is given and intuitive use of the ReAs-CSAP is made possible. Tool support for the definition of the ReAs-CSAP and its instantiation is provided by the ClouDAT-tool (see Section 5).

This subsection contains a detailed description of the elements provided by the ReAs-CSAP. The general rules for the instantiation of the ReAs-CSAP are considered in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, the usage of the context information, represented by the ReAs-CSAP, is discussed. The instantiation of the ReAs-CSAP based on real-life cloud computing services is described in Section 4.

The ReAs-CSAP expands the CSAP from reference [8] with new types of context information that allow the representation of (1) particular information that is relevant for data protection, and (2) information regarding the compliance to laws and regulations for security and privacy information.

The ReAs-CSAP is shown in Figure 2. In the following, we discuss the different elements of the ReAs-CSAP. Here, the ReAs-CSAP elements are associated with the problems of a context definition from Section 3.1.2. Information about the internal context (see Section 3.1.2) is represented by the direct environment. The direct environment contains the direct stakeholders that are relevant for the considered cloud computing services and the cloud itself. A cloud is represented graphically by a grey box (see Figure 2). The cloud represents its different parts in the form of cloud elements.

Cloud elements specify the particular cloud computing services and the physical resources of the cloud. Graphically, the cloud elements are represented by white boxes inside the cloud (see Figure 2). The associations between the different cloud elements are also represented. Direct stakeholders are able to interact with cloud elements. The logical relationships between direct stakeholders are also considered within the ReAs-CSAP. The different types of direct stakeholders are the following:

**Data subject** is an identified or identifiable natural person who uses the considered cloud computing service. In this context, personally identifiable information and/or sensitive personal information (SPI) of the data subject is processed and/or stored by using the cloud computing service. The data subject represents an important role, because assuring the privacy and security of their data is a main goal.

**Data controller** is a provider of the considered cloud computing service in a form of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) or Software as a Service (SaaS). Data controllers have contracts with the data subjects who use the provided cloud computing services. A data controller is legally responsible for the compliance of the specified privacy and security requirements for the data subject’ data. To ensure this compliance, data controllers make use of data protection concepts and technologies. To make use of such technologies, data controllers can register to the data protection platform. Depending on the level of the provided cloud computing service, a data controller can use either their own IaaS and/or PaaS or an external IaaS and/or PaaS infrastructure provided by particular cloud providers.
Figure 2. RestAssured-Cloud System Analysis Pattern.
**Data consumers** are natural or legal persons, public authorities, agencies or any other bodies. Besides being **data subjects**, they are also users of the considered cloud computing service. However, their use case can be different from the use case of the **data subjects**. Within this use case, the accessible data of data subjects is disclosed to data consumers. The rights for **data consumers** with respect to the access to and usage of specific data is defined in the corresponding **sticky policies**.

**Cloud providers** are legal entities that provide cloud computing services in the form of IaaS and/or PaaS that are used to provide an SaaS. In the case of **IaaS providers**, they also own the resources to provide this type of cloud computing service. **Cloud providers** can have associations with the other types of direct stakeholders who are working for **cloud providers** as follows:

- The optional **cloud support** works for the **cloud provider**. This represents the point of contact for **cloud customers** if they have questions or problems related to the used IaaS and/or PaaS cloud computing services. Possible problems are delegated to the **cloud administrators**.
- **Cloud administrators** work for **cloud providers**. They administrate the resources of the cloud as well as the cloud software stack and handle problems that have been reported by customers.
- **External parties** specify service providers that work for the **cloud provider**. Here, an external party delivers services that are relevant for the cloud or affect the operation of the considered cloud computing service. For example, external parties could be represented by companies for the maintenance of Information Technology (IT)-resources and air conditioning or cleaning services.
- **IaaS operators** perform tasks for the operation of an IaaS.

**Online service developer** specifies a legal person or organization that has developed the **software product** that is provided by the **data controller** via the corresponding SaaS. **Online service developers** work for the **data controller**. They need profound skills related to the technologies (e.g., Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [26,27]) that are used by the **data protection platform**.

**External data protection service providers** host the components of the **data protection platform** in an according infrastructure and provide the functionality of these components as a service. This service can be used by **data controllers** that do not want to be in charge of hosting the **data protection components**.

**SaaS operators** perform tasks for the operation of an SaaS.

**Beside the direct stakeholders, the direct environment also contains the cloud** which, in turn, contains the different **cloud elements**. The **cloud** can represent a public, private, hybrid or community cloud. In the graphical representation of the ReAs-CSAP, the type of the cloud is displayed in the **cloud** beside the key word “cloud” (see Figure 2). The contained **cloud elements** are as follows:

- High-level primary assets in the form of business processes specified by (cloud computing) **services** (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS);
- High-level primary assets in the form of information specified by **data**;
- High-level supporting assets specified by **resources** (hardware, software, location);
- Data protection concepts and technologies (**sticky policies**, **data protection platform**).

The different types of **cloud elements** are the following:

**Service** defines a central point for referencing all provided cloud computing services. Data has an association with service, because the relevant data is processed by all provided cloud computing services. The **data protection platform** influences the processing of the **data** on the PaaS level.

**SaaS** represents a cloud computing service on the SaaS level. SaaS is complemented by the **software product(s)** whose functionality is provided via the SaaS. SaaS uses a PaaS for the provision of its service.
**PaaS** specifies a cloud computing service on the PaaS level that is used by the SaaS. PaaS is complemented by the development environment and Application Programming Interface (API) that is provided via the PaaS. PaaS uses the resources that are provided by an IaaS. A PaaS is provided by a cloud provider.

**IaaS** defines a cloud computing service on the IaaS level that provides the necessary infrastructure with different types of resources. Examples of such resources are hardware for storage and processing power. Resources are used directly by the PaaS and indirectly by the SaaS. IaaS is complemented by the cloud software stack and infrastructure resources like software and hardware. The IaaS and the cloud software stack are administrated by the cloud administrator.

**Cloud software stack** represents the cloud software stack that is necessary to provide the corresponding IaaS.

**Development environment and API** specifies the development environment and API that is provided by the according PaaS. The provided development environment and API are used to develop the software product that is provided by the considered SaaS. The API provides functionalities that enable the use of the relevant PaaS resources and IaaS resources by the software product without the need to know any specific technical details concerning these resources.

**Software product** represents the software that is provided by the data controller via the corresponding SaaS. The software product is developed by the online service developer. For the development, the development environment and API of the PaaS are used.

**Pool** is the central point for referencing all relevant physical resources of the cloud that are necessary for providing the appropriate cloud computing services.

**Resource** is the central point for referencing all resources in the form of locations, software and hardware.

**Location** represents all locations that contain cloud resources (e.g., the computing center) or are relevant to the provided cloud computing service in another way (e.g., development site).

**Hardware** represents necessary cloud hardware resources, e.g., server racks or network components.

**Software** represents cloud resources in the form of necessary software (e.g., software for managing the cloud or virtualization).

**Data** specifies the personally identifiable information and/or sensitive personal information of the data subject that is processed and/or stored by the according SaaS. The rights for accessing and using this data by data consumers are specified by (1) a legal specification by the contract between the data subject and the data controller and (2) a formal specification in the associated sticky policies.

**Sticky policy** defines requirements regarding the access and usage of the data of a data subject. They are derived from the contract between the data subject and data controller.

**Data protection platform** provides security and privacy mechanisms. These mechanisms constrain the PaaS level for enforcing the relevant sticky policies (e.g., in the transfer, processing and storage). The data protection platform might provide different data protection components that implement the appropriate security and privacy mechanisms. The different components can be hosted by either data controllers themselves in an according infrastructure or provided by data protection providers that provide the functionality of the components as a service.

**Data protection component** defines the components that implement security and privacy mechanisms for the considered cloud computing service. The data protection component could include concrete technologies for data protection, such as attribute-based encryption (e.g., reference [28]), fully homomorphic encryption (e.g., reference [29]) or secure enclaves (e.g., references [26,27]).

The indirect environment represents the external context of a cloud computing service. The relevant information about the external context is represented by different types of indirect stakeholders that are contained in the indirect environment. Here, the different types of indirect stakeholders represent the following information:

**Legislator:** Representation of the laws and regulations of legislators (e.g., Germany or the European Union) that are relevant for the cloud computing service. This type of indirect stakeholder is especially important, because it enables the representation of laws regarding data privacy. In the
context of the European Union, the GDPR is especially relevant. Relevant legislators can be derived from the location of the considered cloud computing service.

**Domain:** Specification of domain-specific rules and guidelines that the cloud computing service has to comply with.

**Contract:** Representation of contractual provisions (e.g., service level agreements with customers) that have to be fulfilled by the cloud computing service. The representation of the contracts between data subjects and data controllers are particularly important because they specify the security and privacy requirements for the data of the data subjects. The sticky policies that specify these privacy requirements in a machine-readable way are derived from such contracts. It should be ensured that the content of a contract conforms to the relevant legislators and domains.

**Assessor:** Evaluate the level of security and/or privacy that is provided by the considered cloud computing service. The evaluation can be performed with respect to an existing standard, such as ISO 27001 [11]. Assessors can analyze the results of the performed risk assessment. Here, they can map information about the risk assessment to the real system. For example, they can check the implementation of countermeasures that reduce the levels of corresponding risks.

### 3.3. Instantiation of the ReAs-CSAP

The ReAs-CSAP specifies the context of a particular cloud computing service that is provided by a data controller. This cloud computing service represents the service that is the target of the risk assessment. It can be an IaaS, a PaaS or an SaaS. The ReAs-CSAP is instantiated according to the cloud computing service that is provided by the data controller. Additionally, all cloud computing services that are used by the cloud computing service of the data controller have to be considered. For example, if the data controller provides a SaaS, then the directly used PaaS and the indirectly used IaaS can also be instantiated.

The instantiation of the ReAs-CSAP has to be performed for every type of data subject that uses the cloud computing service provided by the data controller. Only the instantiated ReAs-CSAP-elements are relevant for the context specification. An instantiated ReAS-CSAP-element can be identified by its name that is followed by its instance type. The instance type is enclosed in angle brackets. If the name of an instantiated ReAs-CSAP-element is equal to its instance type (i.e., the same name as in the pattern), the element is relevant for subsequent risk analysis, but the context analyzer does not consider a concrete implementation of the element. For example, in Figure 3, the data protection component is instantiated, but no concrete implementation is considered during context analysis. Such an element is refined to concrete implementations later on.

During the instantiation of the ReAs-CSAP, the following rules should be considered:

- Instances of legislators can be derived from the location(s) of the cloud system;
- The instances of contracts have to conform to the instances of legislator that represent particular laws, regulations, etc.;
- Instances of sticky policies for the data subject’s data are derived from the corresponding instances of contract. All contract instances that indicate a legal contract between the data subject and data controller are relevant. These contracts serve as a basis for privacy and security requirements and reference the relevant data of the data subject;
- All cloud computing services that are used directly and/or indirectly by the considered cloud computing service have to be instantiated;
- If the data controller is not in charge of providing the particular components of the data protection platform, the assigned external data protection provider should be instantiated.

No scalability issues are to be expected when using the ReAs-CSAP, even in complex cloud scenarios. This is due to the fact that only a small number of instances for the various elements of the ReAs-CSAP will be relevant. Therefore, the number of instantiated stakeholders and cloud elements can be expected to be always manageable.
3.4. Usage of the ReAs-CSAP Information for Risk Assessment

This section describes how the information that is represented in an instantiated ReAs-CSAP is used for analysis.

The primary assets are represented as follows:

- Business processes are represented by instances of the cloud elements with the instance types service, IaaS, PaaS and SaaS;
- Informational assets are represented by instances of the cloud elements with the instance type data;
- Direct stakeholders are represented by the instance types data subject and data controllers.

These primary assets are represented on a relatively high level of abstraction. If necessary, these assets should be refined during the risk analysis. For example, a cloud computing service (e.g., SaaS) can be refined into processes and subprocesses that are necessary for providing the considered service. By means of a cloud computing service and its processes, the identification of further informational assets in the form of data can be performed. The data specified in an instance of the ReAs-CSAP can be refined into a set of more specific data during the risk analysis. Supporting assets are represented by cloud elements of the following instance types:

- Pool
- Resources
- Hardware
- Software
- Location
- Cloud software stack
- Development environment/API
- Software product
- Sticky policy.

The supporting assets that are represented in the ReAs-CSAP should also be refined during risk assessment. The cloud elements of the instance types hardware and software are usually instantiated. In most cases, these instantiations of hardware and software elements consider no concrete implementation during context analysis (only the category type is assigned). However, they can be further refined during the subsequent risk analysis. Here, the respective hardware and software instances represent a category of supporting assets. The hardware instance, for example, could be refined into hardware instances that represent servers, network components or personal computers. During the refinement, new hardware and software instances can be identified by considering the hardware and software that supports the provision of the relevant cloud computing services in the ReAs-CSAP.

The instances of indirect stakeholders of the types legislator, domain and contract provide information for the assessment of the values of the assets. This assessment determines the impact in cases where the privacy or security property of an asset is compromised. For example, the compromising of a particular privacy property of data or a data subject can lead to legal penalties according to the GDPR.

4. Industrial Application Examples

This section presents the instantiation of the ReAs-CSAP for three real-life cloud computing services that were studied in the RestAssured project. Section 4.1 explains the instantiation of the ReAs-CSAP for the volunteer service Ami. Section 4.2 presents an instance of the ReAs-CSAP for an extension of the Ami volunteer service with the SCANT (Social Care Analysis of Needs Tool) Ami volunteer service. The online automotive insurance service Pay-as-you-Drive Insurance is explained in Section 4.3.
4.1. Context Definition for the Ami Volunteer Service Use Case

The use case of this section is the Ami volunteer service which is provided as an SaaS. This SaaS enables the use of the web-based application Ami that matches service-providing volunteers (Ami volunteers) with people requiring help (Ami clients).

Figure 3 shows the instantiation of the ReAs-CSAP for the Ami volunteer service that is the target of the risk analysis. Here, the volunteer service is represented by the cloud element instance volunteer service of the SaaS type. This service provides the functionality of the Ami web application that is instantiated by the cloud element Ami web application of the type software product. The data controller Oxford Computer Consultants (OCC) (https://www.oxfordcc.co.uk) who provides the volunteer service is specified by the particular instance of the direct stakeholder of the type data controller.

The application was developed by OCC developers using the Azure development environment/API (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/) that is provided by the PaaS-cloud element Azure PaaS. The provider of this PaaS is Microsoft (https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/). This cloud provider also provides the pool of resources to run the PaaS via the IaaS Azure IaaS that is defined by the instantiated IaaS-cloud element. The roles of Microsoft as an IaaS and PaaS provider are represented by the same direct stakeholder instance of the type cloud provider. The location of the IaaS is instantiated by the cloud element location with the country being the UK (United Kingdom). The cloud elements of the types pool, resources, hardware and software have been instantiated because they are relevant to the context of the Ami volunteer service. Refinement of these cloud elements was performed during risk analysis.

The Ami volunteers are the data subjects. They are defined by an instance of the direct stakeholder of the corresponding type. The data subjects provide their personal data via the Ami web application to the Ami volunteer service. This data is represented by the cloud element instance volunteer data of type data. The instantiated sticky policy cloud element volunteer data policy restricts the access and usage of the volunteer data. The volunteer data is consumed by the data consumers in person of the direct stakeholders Ami clients and the volunteer organization that also represent users of the Ami volunteer service. The enforcement of the volunteer data policies is realized by the cloud element instance RestAssured platform. The RestAssured platform is an instance of type data protection platform.

The relevant cloud elements that represent the data protection platform and its contained data protection components are instantiated. The data protection components are instantiated with the same name as their instance types in the pattern. This instantiation specifies that data protection components are used in the context of the Ami volunteer service. However, no further specifications related to the implementation of the actual data protection components are made. The actual implementation of the RestAssured platform and its data protection components is specified during risk analysis by performing a refinement. The functionality of the RestAssured platform provides a service by an external RestAssured provider. The data controller, OCC, and the data subjects, Ami clients, have to register to the RestAssured platform.

The Ami volunteer service is provided and the cloud infrastructure is located in the United Kingdom; hence, the legislations of the United Kingdom and the European Union are relevant. They are instantiated by the indirect stakeholder of type legislator. The GDPR is the relevant instance of the legislator for the European Union. Social service specifies requirements for social services. Social service is the instance of the domain as an indirect stakeholder. The indirect stakeholder contract is instantiated with the volunteer contract, representing the contract between a data subject and the data controller. This contract specifies restrictions for the access to and the usage of the volunteers’ data (volunteer data) for the data consumers of the Ami clients and the volunteer organization. The sticky policies are derived from this contract.
Figure 3. Instantiation of the ReAs-CSAP for the Ami volunteer service use case.
4.2. Context Definition for the SCANT Ami Volunteer Service Use Case

This section describes the SCANT Ami Volunteer Service which represents an extension to the Ami volunteer service described in Section 4.1. Compared to the Ami volunteer service, the SCANT Ami volunteer service is complemented, in addition to the Ami web application, by another component, represented by the SCANT. SCANT enables local authorities to perform queries on the personal data of Ami clients for the purpose of data analysis. The goal of this data analysis is to gain information about social issues. The Ami clients can restrict or refuse these queries on their personal data by a corresponding sticky policy.

Figure 4 presents the instantiation of the ReAs-CSAP for the SCANT Ami volunteer service use case. This use case is an extension of the Ami volunteer service (see Section 4.1). Therefore, only the differences compared to the Ami volunteer service use case are described.

The volunteer service is an instance of an SaaS cloud element. It is the target of the risk analysis. Compared to the instantiation of the ReAs-CSAP in Figure 3, the volunteer service is complemented by SCANT. SCANT component is an instance of the software product. The data subjects are represented by the Ami clients, because the Ami client data is generally designated to be accessed by SCANT. In addition to the volunteer organization, local authorities represent another data consumer who wants to get access to the Ami client data via SCANT. The access to the Ami client data is restricted by the Ami client data policy that is derived from the Ami client contract. The Ami client contract is established between the Ami clients and OCC. OCC has the role of data controller. The SCANT software is developed by the OCC developers.

4.3. Context Definition for the Pay-As-You-Drive Insurance Use Case

The Pay-as-you-Drive Insurance (PAYD) use case represents a cloud computing service for automotive insurances. PAYD enables insurers to offer innovative, cost effective and usage-based automotive insurance products. This is achieved by recording and analyzing the driving data of the insurance customers. Because this driving data represents the personal data of the insurance customers, the requirements concerning data privacy and data security are very high.

The instantiation of the PAYD use case is shown in Figure 5. PAYD is a SaaS cloud computing service; hence, it is instantiated by a cloud element of type SaaS.

The PAYD service is provided by the respective insurers. Accordingly, these insurers take the data controller role. The PAYD service is complemented by two software products.

The first software product is the PAYD web application that is developed by Adaptant. This web application is used by the data subjects who are insurance customers. By using the PAYD web application, the insurance customers are able to register to an insurance product and get information related to their current insurance conditions. The insurance customers provide their personal data as insurance customer data to the PAYD web application. The access, processing and storage of the insurance customer data are restricted by an appropriate sticky policy. The customer data policy is an instance of a sticky policy.

The second software product is the telematic component. This component is responsible for receiving the driving data of the insurance customers. The received driving data is delivered to the cloud infrastructure of the corresponding insurer. If insurance customers give their consent, their driving data can be accessed by telematics analysts for the purpose of performance diagnostics. Accordingly, telematics analysts represent one type of data consumer. The second instance of data consumer is the insurance analysts. They analyze the driving data to get information that is relevant in the context of the provided automotive insurance offers. The driving data policy refers to the driving data. This sticky policy restricts the amount of telematic data that is represented by the driving data. This sticky policy also restricts the access, processing and analysis of the driving data. The customer data policy as well as the driving data policy are derived from the insurance contract between the insurer and the insurance customers. The insurance contract should conform to the GDPR. The GDPR is an instance of the indirect stakeholder legislator.
Figure 4. Instantiation of the ReAs-CSAP for the use case Ami volunteer service with the additional SCANT component.
Figure 5. Instantiation of the ReAs-CSAP for the use case PAYD.
The PaaS and IaaS that are used in the context for providing the PAYD service are also provided by the respective insurers. Accordingly, the insurers are the cloud providers for PaaS and IaaS and own the resources of the pool that represent the cloud infrastructure. The cloud provider, IaaS, PaaS and its complementing components are instantiated generally for insurers.

The RestAssured platform and its data protection components are provided by an external RestAssured provider.

5. The CSAP Tool

We provide tool support for our pattern, namely with the CSAP tool. This tool provides a graphical editor that supports the creation and instantiation of Cloud System Analysis Patterns (CSAP). To this end, the tool provides two editors, namely the designer editor and the user editor. These editors are explained in the following sections.

5.1. The Designer Editor

The designer editor of the CSAP tool enables designers to create specific Cloud System Analysis Patterns. The designers can build a specific cloud system analysis pattern in two different ways:

- By extending the original CSAP [8] (see Figure 6) or;
- By creating an empty CSAP that contains only an indirect environment, a direct environment and a cloud.

![Figure 6. Editor mode of the CSAP tool.](image)

In cases starting with an empty CSAP, designers can create their own CSAP by adding appropriate types of indirect stakeholders, direct stakeholders and cloud elements. Furthermore, associations between direct stakeholders and cloud elements as well as among direct stakeholders themselves can be created. If the original CSAP is used as a basis, already existing CSAP elements can be modified and/or deleted.

Figure 7 shows the definition of a new cloud elements that is added to an empty CSAP. In the designer editor, the name of a CSAP element can be the same as its instance type (see Figure 8).
5.2. The User Editor

In the user editor, any defined pattern can be instantiated. The instantiation of our ReAs-CSAP is described in Section 3.3. Figure 9 shows the instantiation of a cloud element of instance type *data* during the instantiation of the ReAs-CSAP. This cloud element instance specifies customers’ data and therefore, is named *customer data*.

The instantiation of the cloud element is marked by displaying the type name *data* surrounded by angle brackets under the name of the cloud element (see Figure 10). For a subset of the properties of the instantiated cloud element, the corresponding values can be specified in the according dialogue during its instantiation (see Figure 9). For all properties except the *instance type* the corresponding values can be assigned in a property panel (see Figure 11).
Figure 9. Instantiation of a cloud element of the data instance type in a ReAs-CSAP.
Figure 10. Representation of the instantiated cloud element of the data instance type in a ReAs-CSAP.
6. Related Work

There are some works in requirement engineering that have dealt with security at the early stages of system design. For instance, Chung provided a non-functional requirement framework [30]. In his work, security is a class of non-functional requirement. To model security aspects in Unified Modeling Language (UML) (http://www.uml.org), use case models have been extended, for example by misuse cases [31] and abuse cases [32]. Abuse frames [33,34] extend Jackson’s problem frames [19] to model security aspects. As a supplement to the above-mentioned works, our pattern complements them with a tighter integration of context analysis prior to the execution of risk assessment or requirement analysis methods at design time. This may also guarantee better conformance to standards as well as business and IT alignment.

Fredriksen et al. [35] proposed the CORAS framework that supports a model-based risk management process. Prior to applying this process or any other risk assessment method, our pattern can be applied to establish the scope for risk management in the domain of cloud computing services.

Naudet et al. [36] proposed a security requirements engineering process that consists of the following four steps: context analysis and asset identification, security goal determination, refinement of these goals to security requirements, and countermeasure selection. Complementary to requirements engineering methods like that of reference [36], our pattern-based approach provides a systematic and structured execution of the context analysis. Our pattern can enhance the first step of the security requirements engineering process provided by Naudet et al. [36].

Haley et al. [37] proposed a framework which unifies functional requirements from requirements engineering and assets as well as threats from security engineering. The focus of this work was the transformation of assets and threats into constraints of functional requirements. In the provided framework, the security requirements are identified based on the system context. The system context is specified using Jackson’s problem diagrams [19]. In contrast to this usage of problem diagrams, our pattern uses a specific graphical notation for the definition of a system context that is oriented on the UML.

Fenz et al. [38] presented an ontology-based framework for preparing ISO 27001 audits. They provided a rule-based engine which uses a security ontology to determine if the security requirements of a company are fulfilled. This work has no impact on ours, because we focused on different aspects of risk management.

Reusable patterns for security requirements have been studied by several researchers. For instance, Kis defined anti-patterns [39] for the identification of vulnerabilities and security requirements analysis at the business level. This work has no impact on our pattern, because our pattern does not represent an anti-pattern and has a different purpose.
With the focus on software systems, Sindre et al. proposed a reuse-based approach to determine security requirements [40]. Firesmith also provided reusable templates to specify security requirements [41]. In this context, reference [40] as well as reference [41] provide asset-based risk-driven procedures for the identification of security requirements. These procedures contain the identification of valuable assets for which no context for asset identification is defined. Our pattern supports the definition of a context that is a good basis for asset identification. Hence, our pattern can be used complementarily to these methods.

Fernandez et al. [13] provided a unified way of representing all the components of a cloud ecosystem as well as security aspects. Our pattern supports the specification of the indirect and direct environments of a cloud system as well as its stakeholders in addition to the cloud system itself.

In other work, Fernandez et al. [42] provided a method for building a security reference architecture for cloud systems. Furthermore, this paper presented a reference architecture for cloud computing environments using a class diagram. This class diagram represents the cloud services, the cloud and its components as well as cloud consumers and administrators. Our pattern considers the direct and indirect environments of a cloud system as well. Furthermore, all relevant direct stakeholders and their interactions with the cloud and among each other are represented. Specific types of direct stakeholders constitute roles that conform to the GDPR. Furthermore, our pattern can be used for the definition of the scope for risk management with respect to ISO 27005.

Additionally to the security requirement patterns, several design patterns for security design aspects have been developed to specify security measures, such as those in references [17,43,44]. A design pattern addresses a particular category of security concerns. The design patterns are generally used after the requirements engineering phase. In contrast, our work specifically focused on identifying relevant contextual information and defining the scope for a risk assessment, especially during the requirements engineering phase. We focused on analyzing the context and defining the scope for risk analysis and assessment; hence, the above-mentioned patterns can be used complementarily to ours.

Research on reusable patterns for context analysis has also received attention recently. Beckers et al. [45] provided a cloud system analysis pattern for establishing the context of cloud computing systems, expressed in a UML-like notation. In another work, Beckers et al. [8] presented a method for eliciting security requirements for cloud computing systems. They defined a terminology for the Cloud System Analysis Pattern (CSAP) from reference [45] with a meta-model. A concept for textual security requirement patterns that refer to the CSAP was also provided. We built our approach upon this work and presented more specific pattern elements for addressing data protection goals in the context of cloud computing services. For this purpose, our pattern extends the CSAP from reference [8] by adding elements that represent roles as well as concepts and technical components regarding privacy concerns. The added roles conform to the GDPR. Furthermore, we provide information concerning the logical relations of pattern elements that should be considered during the instantiation of the pattern.

In another paper, Beckers et al. [46] provided a catalog of security requirement patterns that are relevant for cloud computing. To order these security requirement patterns, different domains were defined. Furthermore, a structure for the representation of the security requirement patterns was represented. Because our pattern focuses on context definition, it could be used complementarily to this approach.

Lyubimov et al. [47] presented a framework that supports eliciting the requirements for the realization of an ISMS conforming to ISO 27001. Their framework provides representations of different requirements from the ISO 27001 using models. One model considers the requirements with respect to the definition of the ISMS scope in an abstract way. As a specialization, our pattern focuses on the definition of a scope that is specific for cloud computing services. It supports the scope definition on a lower degree of abstraction and provides concrete types of information that should be considered during the scope definition. Thus, our pattern could support the above-mentioned framework in the domain of cloud computing.
Montesino et al. [48] investigated the possible automation of controls that are listed in ISO 27001 and NIST SP800-53 [49] (catalog of security controls from National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)). This work considers the planning phase (from ISO 27001) of an ISMS. In contrast, our pattern focuses on the definition of a context. It can be used to define the scope of an ISMS for a cloud computing service during the planning phase of an ISMS. Accordingly, our pattern can be used complementarily to the approach of Montesino et al.

Schmidt [50] presents a threat and risk-driven methodology to security requirements engineering. He derives threat and risk models from the environment of a secure information system. This work is, therefore, complementary to ours.

Ismail et al. [51] provided a framework for analyzing the security transparency of cloud systems. Their framework considers the context of cloud systems from the conceptual view, organizational level and technical level. The concepts for analyzing security transparency on the organizational level were defined by a meta-model. These concepts contain, among others, the identification of assets that belong to the customers of a cloud computing service. As a supplement, our pattern supports the definition of the scope and boundaries of a cloud computing service that serves as a basis for asset identification. Hence, the above-mentioned framework could make use of our pattern.

Surridge et al. [52] presented a risk management method. This method supports the automated identification of threats and controls. Our approach can provide input to such a risk assessment method. Hence, their method can be used complementarily to our context analysis. A combination of both methods has been demonstrated in the context of the RestAssured project. Further detail related to the complementary methodology can be found in reference [53].

7. Conclusions and Future Work

Risk management is a crucial activity in the development of cloud computing services that respect data protection. It is also recognized as one of the most important tasks in the requirement engineering phase. Our proposal improves the context establishment for cloud computing services by using a pattern-based approach. The elements of our pattern define the types of information that have to be considered during such a context establishment. Additionally, our pattern specifies the existing relationships between different elements. An instantiation of our pattern provided input (scope and boundary definition) for security and privacy engineering activities at the earliest stages of development. Our focus was on the integration of context analysis with data protection risk assessment in the development life-cycle of cloud computing service. Here, the instantiation of our pattern was the starting point for the risk assessment process. It defined the scope and boundaries in which the risk assessment is performed. Furthermore, an instance of our pattern supported the identification of high-level assets for cloud computing services. These high-level assets can be refined during the risk assessment to more concrete assets on which the risk assessment is performed.

Our proposed pattern conforms to the GDPR and the ISO 27005 standard. The benefits of our approach are as follows:

- Coverage of necessary types of information for the context analysis;
- Provisioning of a graphical representation of the pattern;
- Tool support for the pattern with two graphical editors;
- Consideration of privacy roles that conform to the General Data Protection Regulation;
- Possible usage for the risk assessment process with respect to ISO 27005;
- Provisioning of state-of-the-art privacy concepts, e.g., sticky policies, secure enclaves;
- The possibility of easily expanding of our pattern.

In future activities, we intend to perform adjustments to our pattern that result from progress in the RestAssured project. Furthermore, we will extend our pattern with further concrete solutions for data protection components, like attribute-based encryption, fully homomorphic encryption, etc. For the next steps, new patterns that refer to other steps of the risk assessment, like the identification
of threats and controls, will be developed. We plan to implement a new tool that enables improved exchange of data with the other risk assessment tools. We will further apply our pattern to real-life cloud computing services on service levels other than SaaS. For example, we will consider the use case described by Shojafar et al. [54] for the Pay-as-you-Drive scenario.
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